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SET 1 SET 2 SET 3 SET 4
go her big better
and from can bigger
you was come both
at on got carry
he up help down
of are jump live
if has not marble
it with this please
in his with road
is they work stand
    
SET 5 SET 6 SET 7 SET 8
always black again around
bring brown deliver because
came gold drink believe
clean gray (grey) early carefully
draw green from computer
fly orange myself does
funny pink night everyday
how purple send fencing
spring silver town quietly
today yellow welcome wide
    
SET 9 SET 10 SET 11 SET 12
city arrangement thank wash
drew compass themselves went
eight lonely these want
exclaimed medicine think were
frightened ongoing those when
laugh pretty though where
middle several thought while
moment since three white
railroad straight through why
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volleyball together thumb would
    
SET 13 SET 14 SET 15 SET 16
clothing doorknob bleach age
crossing explosion carpet birthday
drawer fabric humidity candles
radar moisture occur celebrate
shall porch prompt grandparents
tomorrow scale revealing guests
upon surface rubber invitations
waist texture stain music
who threshold towel photographs
yesterday wiring transfer presents
    
SET 17 SET 18 SET 19 SET 20
area abacus activate assign
centimeters adjacent business bagel
distance campaign decided balcony
height catholic destination captain
inches energy permanent cotton
length galaxy remarkable estate
perimeter horizon scarlet gallon
ruler magnification silent garage
volume orbit trucker hamster
width proclaim wrecked lizard
    
SET 21 SET 22 SET 23 SET 24
loose accident academy informal
palace alligator apathy innocent
safari allowance appetite luggage
seldom applaud awful magazine
spiral ballerina bamboo mascot
sugar channel calendar mildew
surplus coward cheddar murmur
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trouble customer chocolate sacrifice
vanilla fickle enough survival
waffle gallant fiesta tundra
    
SET 25 SET 26 SET 27 SET 28
fury algebra gondola access
massage aliens hurricane arachnid
mirage ambulance knapsack bonanza
ordinary barricade origami boredom
petunia ceramics persuade buckwheat
pillar clarify pharmacy controversy
polka delicate procedure diary
pretzel deluxe statue formidable
recipe embargo topical frequent
sultan glacier traction hexagon
    
SET 29 SET 30 SET 31 SET 32
hydroplane absolutely abduct adamant
implement excitement conclusion adequate
interfere flamboyant customer adjacent
lucid independence deceitful cadence
manicure memorable documentation denim
portfolio patriotic February strategy
pursuit research recipient telescopes
trilogy skillfully spiral tongue
yield tradition sumptuous uproar
zenith understand traction waltz
    
SET 33 SET 34 SET 35 SET 36
anvil anomaly abbreviation curfew
bristle crevice abduct destitute
diminish culmination accommodate diplomat
emperor diesel agile enthusiasm
gratitude hearth alcove ignorant
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mammoth holster caboose jovial
motley hustle census sedentary
semester indiscriminate confetti simile
twelfth quarantine consensus tariff
vengeance seltzer crimson toucan
    
SET 37 SET 38 SET 39 SET 40
bibliophile disciplines magnolia accentuate
equilibrium eureka naughty collage
contingency dissect meddlesome binoculars
exacerbate forlorn orthodontist colossal
grievance genre paradox croquet
hilarity idiom percolate defiant
meticulous iguana remnant fidgeted
mongrel incredulous rotunda imperative
requirements infectious transect leisure
vulnerable intractable waitress masquerade
    
SET 41 SET 42 SET 43 SET 44
metamorphosis colloquial animosity facsimile
ominous egregious anomaly forfeit
pragmatic jaundiced beige grove;
protein nonchalant caricature hacienda
recant nuisance cologne halitosis
sanctuary potpourri deceitful hemorrhage
stoic rhinoceros diminutive histology
strudel soliloquy discern hospitable
tantalize ubiquitous disguise samurai
ultimatum xerothermic drowsiness thesaurus
    
SET 45 SET 46 SET 47 SET 48
amicable aqua Connecticut nightingale
amnesia burgundy Hawaii patriarch
bayou chartreuse Louisiana perdition
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coincidence emerald Massachusetts plaid
embezzlement indigo Minnesota plausible
impetus lavender Mississippi saxophone
legitimacy maroon Pennsylvania scheme
luminance mauve Tennessee trajectory
magnanimous turquoise Wisconsin vendetta
mediocre violet Wyoming veterinarian
    
SET 49 SET 50 SET 51 SET 52
apparatus astronomical ancestors cauliflower
billions atmosphere ascended cleanser
celestial existence ceiling condolences
concave frequency eternal eccentric
constellation galaxy mythology electoral
convex mathematician receive gregarious
extraordinary revolutionize seized homogeneous
hasty satellite shield impertinent
interrogation theorize sword impropriety
lenses universe summoning influenza
    
SET 53 SET 54 SET 55 SET 56
commiserate aerodynamic oxymoron alchemy
lethargy agnostic precipice chronology
luxuriate ambiguity ramification clientele
misdemeanor cavalry reciprocate efficacy
physique commensurate sphinx fuselage
platypus egalitarian sustenance homeostasis
prescription epithet tardigrade infinitesimal
synopsis hyperbole tranquility innocuous
toboggan hypothermia truculent odyssey
vigilante maestro Wednesday pernicious
    
SET 57 SET 58 SET 59 SET 60
plagiarize ameliorate pachyderm catastrophe
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rhythmic claustrophobia poltergeist exaggeration
salvageable curmudgeon recalcitrant fascinating
smithereens dyslexia renaissance glockenspiel
spherical euphemism rhetorically kaleidoscope
statistician hypothesize saboteur lightning
susceptible laryngitis stroganoff mesmerize
synergy lieutenant vehemence microbiology
visceral narcissistic witticism opportunistic
wiseacre ostentatious zucchini triceratops
    
SET 61 SET 62 SET 63  
astigmatism chemotherapy anesthesia  
asthma myopia antihistamines  
courageous neurologist carbohydrate  
entrepreneur occurrence dermatologist  
mileage phlebotomy electroencephalogram  
questionnaire psychosomatic hypoglycemia  
recyclable stethoscope ophthalmologist  
sacreligious urinalysis pneumonia  
separate vertebrae sphygmomanometer  
vacuum virologically tonsillectomy  

 


